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1 . REVIEW OF PROPOSED PROGRAMME AND BUDGET ÉSTIMâŒS FOR 1954: Item 8 of the 
Agenda (Official Records No. 44) ...... 

General discussion (сontinuation ；from ninth meeting) 

Dr. ALLWOOD-PAREDES suggested that, to be consistent,丽О should take the same 

action in respect of its regular programme regarding payment of per diem and 

lodging by governments as it was recomnanding to the Technical Assistanca Committee 

in the case of the expanded programme of Technical Assistance. He believed that, 

in spite of the action taken by the Fifth World Health Assembly, the Organization 

was still governed by resolution ÜHA4.60 of the Fourth World Health Assembly, which 

laid down that requesting governments should be expested to provide inter alia 

lodging and the cost of local transportation. 

It was his intention to propose a draft resolution requesting the Secretariat 

to submit a study of the financial implications to the Board at its thirteenth 

session in order that the Seventh World Health Assembly might take a decision on 

the matter. 

Dr. HURTADO suggested that it would be considerably easier to examine the 

document containing the proposed programme and. budget estimates if it were 

presented in three sections. The first section would be an informative опэ 

indicating the sources of income of the Organization as regards the regular budget, 

Technical Assistance funds and other funds, and the exact position regarding such 

income. The second section would contain the balance-sheets of the two preceding 

years； that information would enable the Board to judge whether particular items 

should be increased or reduced in the budget under consideration and would obviate 

the confusion that had occurred during th.3 present discussions concerning certain 

estimates idiich exceeded the amount actually spent the previous year. The third 



section would be composed of the headquarters and regional office budgets. The 

headquarters budget would be prepared originally by the Director-General, and the 

regional budgets would be submitted in the first place by the regional committees.
 s 

The Standing Committee on Administration and Finance need not spend much time in 

examining the regional budgets since they would already have been examined at the 

regional level. 

He supported Dr. Karunaratne
1

 s proposal that a study should be made of the 

method of allocating resources to the regions. That was one of the most Important 

and difficult functions of the Director-General and the Standing Committee might be 

able to assist him by suggesting criteria for the allocation. 

Mr. MASON, adviser to Dr. Turbott, referring to the question of local costs 

raised by Dr. Allwood-Paredes, recalled that the resolution adopted by the Fourth 

World Health Assembly had been reconsidered by the Fifth World Health Asseirbly, 

which had in its turn adopted a resolution (WHA5.59) recommending the Technical 

Assistance Committee to re-study its requirements and more particularly to consider 

the possibility of removing the requirement for governments to provide lodging and 

travel t>er diem. It also authorized the Director-General (paragraph 3) "to the 

extent that it does not prevent the implementaticm of activities under the regular 

progranime，to apply to the regular programme the same policy as may be established 

by the Technical Assistance Committee for the expanded programme of technical 

assistance“. Should TAC therefore decide to abolish the system requiring payment 

by governments of the local costs in question, the Sixth World Health Assembly would 

probably adopt some resolution along the lines of the paragraph vriiich he had just 

quoted. 



Dr. ALLWOOD-PAREDES said that one of the draft resolutions in the report of the 

Working Party on the Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance (which the Board would: 

be considering within the next few days) requested the Director-General to convey to 

t
 TAC the Board < s desire that the financial obligations respecting the experts under the ‘ 

Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance be removed altogether. It would therefore , 

seem appropriate for the Board to take the same action in respect of its regular 

programmes. The financial implications needed study because they were likely to affect 

the budget； for that reason he was not suggesting that a decision be taken at the 

present session but that the Director-General should be invited to prepare a study on 

the mat ter • He believed that the Organization had a free hand with regard to its own 

proCramme and was not obliged to apply the requirements laid down in resolution 222 (IX) 

of the Economic and Social Council. 

The CHAIRMAN thought the question had two aspects: (1) the possible cancellation 

of the obligaticais concerning local costs and (2) the desirability of ensuring that no 

profit was made out of such local payments• Agreements signed at all regional offices 

should contain a clause indicating that no person could recei"ve more than he actually 

paid for lodging, etc. He asked Aether the Director-General had already considered 

that points 

Mr. SIEGEL, Assistant Director, General Department of Administration and Finance, 

said that resolution WHA5-59 to -which Mr. Mason had referred clearly authorized the 

Director-General to apply to the regular programme the same policy as TAC applied 

to the Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance. Paragraph 4 of that resolution 

stated that the question should be reconsidered at the Sixth World Health Assembly. The 

Director-General would therefore submit a report to that Assembly covering both the • 

regular and the Technical Assistance programmes. He had no doubt that that report would 

include informtion on the financial implications of any relaxation of the present 



requirements. Certain figures had been prepared for inclusion in the report to the 

Board of the Working Party on the xpanded programme of Technical Assistance which showed 

that the additional cost to that programme if the financial obligations of governments 

were cancelled would be between $400,000 and $600,000 in 1953, depending on which of * 

two different systems, naa uaed.
s 

The question would require study from various points of view. It was very 

difficult in administering a large programme, under which experts viere svç>plied to many-

different countries, to calculate allowances on an equitable basis for all the experts. 

On the other hand, to fix an allowance for each individual according to the kind of 

acccOTmodation he was occupying mi承t lead to serious administrative complications. The 

Secretariat would take the matter up witíi their associates in other organizations and 

with the Technical Assistance Board to see whether the present system could be improved 

from the point of view both of the expert and of those who paid the costs. 

The CHAIRM/iN, for purposes of clarification, repeated his proposal that a clause 

be inserted in agreements to the effect that a person might not be reimbursed more for 

lodging than he was actually paying. 

Dr- ALLWOOD-PAREDES said that such subsistence allowances were usually considered as 

an addition to the salary, since wherever a man lived he had to pay lodging, board and 

travel expenses. The committee had been infowned that in many cases the salaries of 

experts had to be raised to a point where they would attract good recruits. The in-

stallation of such experts in the countries where they were to work did not involve any-

additional financial problems beyond those of an official moving, say, from England to 

Geneva and, unless there was some other reason of "which he was unaware, he did not con-

s t e
1 , t h a t

 governments should be required to make any payments to them. His proposal 

was not therefore in conflict with the resolution of the Fifth World Health Assembly 

since it referred to a different matter. 



Decision; It was agreed that Dr. Allwood-Paredes would submit a draft resolution. 
vdiich could be considered by the Board as a new item of its agenda. (See Ebll/Uin/'^ 
Rev.l, section Z

}
 under "Local costs to Ъе "borne by governments

11

) 

Dis KARUKARâTNE said that at a first glance document EB11/P&B/7 (Allocations to 

regions), which had just been circulated, did not appear to be sufficiently cmprehen-

sive. He therefore proposed that the Secretariat should prepare a more detailed study 

for consideration at a subsequent session of the Board. 

During the ensuing discussion on procedure
y
 Dr. Karunaratne proposed that the 

Director-General be asked to prepare a detailed study of the programme of allocations 

to regions and that ttie item be placed on the agenda of the Sixth World Health Assembly• 

Dr. TÜRBOTT and Dr» LEROUX felt that it would be dangerous to submit the matter 

for discussion in the World Health Assembly without its first having been considered by 

the Board. 

Dr. HURTADO considered that it would be extremely dangerous to give the impression 

that certain matters were being witheld frcm the World Health Assembly• The Health 

Assembly was the most representative organ of ШЮ and the Board
1

 s function was to 

prepare material for discussion by the Health Assembly» 

Dr, TURBOTT pointed out that the Health Assembly was aware of all the Board 

activities since the minutes of the letter's meetings m r e distributed to governments. 

If the decision in the matter were left to the Health Assembly a great deal of time 

would be lost and an unsatisfactoiy situation caused throu^x bargaining among countries. 

Dr. KARUNARATNE agreed with Dr» Hurtado that the Board could not withhold certain 

matters from the Health Aasetóbly. The Board might decide against submitting a question 

itself, but nothing could prevent it from being placed on the Health Assembly
1

 s agenda 

should any government so desire. 



Dr. van den BERG thought the Board should first consider the matter and then 

decide whether or not to submit it to the Health Assembly. Since there was no time for 

discussion at the present session, he proposed that the discussion take place at the:-., 

thirteenth session of the Board. 

Dr. TURBOTT seconded and Dr. DAENGSVANG supported the proposal. 

Professor CMAP¿RIA agreed with Dr. Karunaratne's view that the Board could not 

withhold certain proposals from the ForId Health Assembly. On the other hand, his 

proposal to submit the matter in question directly to the Health Assembly, without an 

accompanying expression of the Board's opinion, might be dangerous'. There was no real 

conflict between the two proposals before the committee. Dr. van den Berg
1

 s proposal 

that the matter should first be discussed by the Board which would then decide whether 

or not to transmit it to the Health Assembly, was the more usual procedure and seemed 

preferable in this case. 

Dr. KARUNARATNE, after hearing Professor Canaperia's observation, withdrew hie 

proposal in favour of that of Dr. van den Berg. 

Decision: The committee decided 

(1) That the Director-General shoualc
1

 Ъс roques toil to prepare a tleto.ilecl report 
on the principles governing allocations to regions, 

⑵ That in view of the importance of the subject, and the shortness of 
time available at the present session, it should be considered by the 
Board at its thirteenth session. 
(See resoletion BB11.71.) 

Proposed Appropriation Resolution and ïïorteljag Capital Fund Resolutloa for 1954 
(Official Beoorâs No.i»4, pagea 40-9) 一 



Mr. SIEGEL， replying to a question by Professor CANAPERIA, said it was customary for 

the Director-General to propose an Appropriation Resolution without the figures. The Board, 

in its report to the World Health Assembly indicated that it agreed with the proposed form 

of the resolution， and commented separately on its recommendations concerning the proposed 

programme and budget estimates. 

Dr. ALLWOOD-PAREDES asked whether the wording and the authority contained in the pro-

posed Working Capital Fund Resolution were such as to make it possible for the Director-

General to withdraw sums from the Fund if necessary to finance certain activities under the 

Expanded Technical Assistance Brogramme. Secondly, whether the sums authorized would be 

sufficient to meet, the contingencies that might arise. 

Mr. SIEGEL replied that in the Director-General's view the proposed resolution clearly 

contained the authorization to meet possible contingencies in connexion with the Expanded 

Erograinme of Technical Assistance. It was impossible to. give an answer to the question 

concerning the adequacy of the sums authorized for withdraws^ since it was impossible to 

foresee what contingencies might arise in 1954. The Director-General did however feel tha
+

. 

since the amounts in the present resolution were the same as those included in all Working 

Capital Fund Resolutions since the Second World Health Assembly, no change should be made. 

Mr. BOUCHER, adviser to Dr. Mackenzie, wished to record his formal disagreement with 

the view expressed b_y the Assistant Director-General concerning the use of the Working 

Capital Fund for the purposes to which he had referred. 

Decision: The Standing Committee approved the proposed wording of the 
^ r o p r l a t i o n Resolution for the financial year 1954 and that of the proposed 
Working Capital Fund Resolution for the same year. 
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Approval of Proposed Programme and Budget Estimates 

The CHAIRMAN said that the Standing Committee must now consider whether it wished to 

recommend to the Health Assembly the adoption of the Proposed Prograjmne and Budget Estimate! 

contained in Official Records No. 44. 

Dr. van den BERG felt that, in view of the procedure which had been followed, there 

was no alternative other than to approve the budget ceiling as a whole since all parts of 

the programme, together with their budgetary provisions, had been approved in detail. 

BOUCHER, adviser to Dr. Mackenzie, said that he had listened with great interest 

to the clear survey o£ the work and finances of the Organization which had been given at 

the present session by the Director-General. He had noted that the Director-General 

appeared to favour stabilization of the budget; however, it would appear that stabiliza-

tion had an upward tendency. The effective working budget for 1954 showed an increase of 

approximately $80,000 over the corresponding figure for 1953. Similarly, there had been 

an increase in the gross assessment budget of approximately ^100,000. 

Although generally such an increase would not be considered serious it would be well 

to consider it in retrospect and against the background of the view, strongly expressed by 

a substantial number of delegations at the Fifth World Health Assembly, that the gross 

assessment budget should be stabilized at the 1952 level and that, furthermore, only 

approximately half the amount of casual income should be taken into account. He felt the 

question was one of international collaboration and of mutual appreciation of needs and 

resources. The increase should also be considered with an eye to the future situation. 

Ш0 was using almost the entire amount of casual income in 1954 and it appeared that after 

that year so large a sum would no longer be available - a factor which should be taken 

into account. Accordingly, he urged members of the committee to bear such considerations 

in mind before deciding on the budget ceiling. 



H e had listened to most of the debates which had taken place on the programme 

of the Organization and it seemed to him that a great many examples could Ъе cited 

where, Ъу closer estimation, a lower figure could have Ъееп arrived a t , although he 

fully appreciated the difficult task that represented, particularly in respect of 

relatively insignificant figures。 For instance； D r . Allwood-Paredes had made 

pertinent remarks regarding the publication of the Weekly Epidemiological Becord. The 

question of travel costs had also been raised, and he beliBTed\thàt a substantial 

saving could Ъе effected if, in estimating, a cut of even one per cent were applied 

‘ --
-
 .....‘ •； • , 

to the total of all expenditure on travel. 

H e hoped the Secretariat paid sufficient attention to the fact that in the 

administrative field the creation of a new project should not necessarily mean the 

creation of a new post. With regard to the so-called unavoidable increase of 

expenditvire arising from such factors аз normal salary increments, he held the view 

that a flexible system should Ъе able to embrace increases of that type without 

calling for increased appropriations. Increases of such a sort accounted largely 

for the increase in the total effective working budget. 

Professor FEKREIEA was of the opinion that the relatively small fluctuation in the 

budget fell within the term of stabilization. It had been the experience of the 

regional committees that when governments gained a higher measure of confidence in the 

work of WHO they ware prepared to contribute more. When the amounts contributed b y 

governments to WHO were so low compared w i t h national expenditure on public 

hœtlth,ibwas highly undesirable to invoke the principle of stabilization when referring 

to a very slight increase. It was important to bear in mind that WHO would not be 

able to achieve all its aims if governments aecñaaed even a relatively small increase 

on grovnda of stebllSslng the cbaclgot. 



D r . LEBOUX agreed with the remarks made b y M r . Boucher and deplored the fact 

that t h e 195^ effective working budget was in excess of that of 1955. H e had hoped 

to see it on a level w i t h or even below that figure. H e recalled that the subject 

had given rise to considerable discussion at the F i f t h World Health Assembly a n d he 

feared that the discussion would be re-opened at the Sixth World H e a l t h Assembly. 

M . F O E S S E L , adviser to Professor P a r i s o t , also expressed some concern at the total 

b u d g e t estimates. The Standing Committee was naturally not called upon to anticipate 

the instructions of governments attending the H e a l t h Assembly but he nevertheless 

believed that it should to a certain extent take into account the views which were 

likely to Ъе expressed and should avoid any unnecessary expenditure whenever possible, 

particularly in view of the fact that governments might well intend to use only part 

of the funds forthcoming from miscellaneous income in 195扛 and might w i s h to spread 

their use over a period of years. 

T h e Committee had thoroughly studied the Director-General's proposals but it 

seemed to Ъе leaving the establishment of the necessary priorities to the H e a l t h 

A s s e m b l y . Such a procedure was not without its disadvantages since it would result 

in a governmental and political body approving the programme of a fundaiaentally 

technical organization. 

H e therefore supported the statement made b y M r . Boucher. 

D r . DAENGSVANG thought that the increases in 195^ as compared w i t h 1953 w e r e 

indeed very slight. Furthermore, such increases v e r e for the most part in the 

operating programme. • 



H e recalled that, at the meeting held the previous year of the Regional Committee 
/ 

for South-East A s i a , it had not Ъееп possible to meet certain requests for assistance 

owing to lack of funds, In view of those considerations, he considered that the 

figures contained in the budget estimates vere no more than adequate for the time 

being and he was prepared to give them his approval. 

Mr. MASON^ alternate to D r . Turbott, wished to raise considerations of an 

immediately practical nature. H e agreed with Mr. Boucher and M . Foessel that it 

was difficult to examine in detail the Proposed Programme and Budget Estimates in a 

body the size of the present committee. Such an examination could only be carried 

out b y a small select committee, as vas the practice in certain other international 

organizations； such a committee was usually composed of members with financial 

experience and sat with the secretariat of the Organization for as long as ten days 

or a fortnight in order to discuss in particular the appropriateness of the 

estimates for their purpose. However, such a procedure had not been followed in 

the present instance and M r . Boucher might perhaps have made his point during the 

discussion on the procedure to be followed for the consideration of the Proposed 

Programme and Budget Estimates. 

It was his opinion that，in thè circtinataüoe^, the Standing Committee had 

no alternative b u t to approve as a whole the proposals it had already approved 

in detail, since as far as he knew economies had not been effected. Any further 

examination would
д
 at the present stage, have to be left to the Health Assembly. 

H e recalled that Dr. vail den Berg had called attention to the situation on a 

previous occasion. 



The CHAIRMAN recalled that the question raised by Mr. Mason had been discussed at 

previous sessions of the Executive Board and that, in accordance with resolution EB10.E21 

it had been decided to establish the whole Board as the Standing Committee on 

Administration and Finance. In his capacity as Chairman； he believed that he h.ad on all 

occasions allowed the discussion to take its full course and that the Committee had always 

been given sufficient time to consider the various parts of the Proposed Programme and 

Budget Estimates. If no reductions had Ъееп effected in the estimates when considered 

in detail, he felt the responsibility must rest with the committee ae a whole. 

Dr. van den BEEG agreed with Mr. Mason that the Standing Committee could not introduce-

any change in the budget estimates at the present stage. He recalled that in the past WHO 

had itself followed the practice referred to by Mr. Mason with regard to examination of 

the estimates - a' practice which seemed to him to afford most satisfactory results. 

Mr. MASON had not in any way intended to imply that a full discussion of the subject 

had not been alloved by the Chairman. However, in view of the agenda of the Executive 

Board, it was clear that there was not sufficient time for a detailed discussion of 

each item contained in the Proposed Programme and Budget Estimates. 

• iT 

The CHAIEMAN said that, if such was the general view, an appropriate recomniendation 

could Ъе made to the next session of the Executive Board. 

Dr. KAEUNAEATNE, replying to the point raised by Mr. Mason, said that members who 

had attended the ninth session of the Board would recall that the present procedure had 

Ъееп adopted because the previous system had proved unsatisfactory. He noted that the 

Constitution of WHO did not provide for examination of the Proposed Programme and Budget 

Estimates by financial experts, although members of the Board had the right to have 

financial advisers
6
 The new procedure was a trial method and he considered that it 

would only Ъе fair to continue it for a certain period of time. 



The main function of the Standing Committee and the Executive Board was not to 

make a detailed examination of each item of expenditure but rather to reviev the annual 

budget estimates in accordance vith Article 55 of the Constitution and including 

consideration of the principles contained in resolution WHA5.62. In his view, and 

on the basis of those broad principles^ the present budget was a cautious and a static 

one； it could not in any circumstances be considered as progressive since it was clear 

that the Organization,at its present stage of devolopment, could carry out a much 

larger programme• Accordingly^ the Standing Committee should not have any objection 

to approving the budget ceiling proposed and he urged it to do so， 

Mr, MASON said that h© had had no intention of opening a discussion on the subjects 

He agreed with Dr. Karunaratne that the Organization had not provided for the method 

of examination of the budget proposals vhich he had mentioned^ He had merely called 

attention to that method^ in viev of the fact that certain specific items vould seem 

to call for more detailed study
 e 

Professor CANAPEEIA recalled that he had been responsible for proposing 

resolution EB10.E21 on the method of vork of the Executive Board, as it had appeared 

to him desirable that thero should Ъе a discussion by the Board on the principles and 

general directives of the programme• That resolution provided for detailed 

examination of certain points by vorking parties
;
 if considered necessary

;
 onco a 

» 

general discussion on the technical aspects f the programme had taken place. That 

procedure had been followed in the case of the Working Party on the Expanded Prograima 

of Technical Assistance end it would have been possible to set up also a working 

party to study the financial implications of the programme. 



He further recalled , 
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in the Proposed Programme and Budget Estimates to put before the Standing Committee. 

Dr. DOROLLE, Deputy Director-General, recalled that the procedure for examining 

the Proposed Programme and Budget Estimates was usually studied at the session of the 

Executive B o a r d immediately following the Health A s s e m b l y . If it was so desired, 

the procedure could be reconsidered at the next session of the Board. The Secretariat 

had never taken a stand on that question of procedure. The method was a trial one, 

as had been pointed out, and it had appeared to ths Secretariat that the discussions 

in the Standing Committee had been maintained at a high level and that the details of 

the operating programme had been studied with a care which seemed to commend the 

present procedure. 

With reference to the first statement made by Mr. Boucher at the present meeting, 

he recalled that the proposal submitted at the Fifth World Health Assembly Ъу a certain 

delegation - that a budget ceiling should Ъе adopted, for 1953 which would Ъе on a 

level with the 1952 budget, or in other words, that the budget should be stabilized 

at that level - had been rejected Ъу 32 votes to 19 with 3 abstentions. Indeed, 

stabilization of the budget as such had never been discussed. A member of the 

Standing.Committee had referred to the Proposed Programme and. Budget Estimates at 

present before the Committee as representing a static budget； that was in keeping 

with the Director-General's interpretation of the budget, as contained in the 

Introduction to Official Records No. H . In spite of certain inflationary elements, 

the 195^ regular budget was only slightly higher than that of the preceding year. 

Mr. Boucher was in favour of a flexible budgetary system, and it was indeed 

that system which had made it possible to propose the 195紅 budget estimates at the 

present level. The Standing Committee had been able to note in the course of the 



discussion that certain budgetary provisions had not Ъееп used during the past year 

and that transfers had been effected between sections, thus making certain additional 

activities possible. He agreed with Mr. Boucher that new projects did not necessarily 

mean new posts. Indeed, if that had been the, case, the 1954 budget would not have 

been, aairrfcained at the present level
0 

He called attention to the fact that the Proposed Programme and Budget Estimates 

contained the integrated programme of the Organization, comprising the regular 

programme^ the Technical Assistance programme and certain activities financed from other 

extra-budgetary funds. Remarks had Ъееп made regarding the imperfect implementation 

of the principle of geographical distribuoionj however, that principle was far from 

easy to implement. The regular programme was budgeted for in the normal way, but the 

financing of the others depended on unknoro elements as members were ftillj атеаге
 e
 Coib 

sequentlyj the latter could only be coes^dereci with certein reservation^
s
 S i m e 

they could only be implemented to the extent that funds became available. The 

Director-General had stated in the Introduction to the Proposed Programme and Budget 

Estimates that, should assistance fail tó materialize under the Expanded Programme of 

Technical Assistance, it would Ъе necessary to ask the Health Assembly for a 

supplementary budget for 195^. It vas a most dangerous policy to think that the 

Technical Assistance programme could come to the aid of the regular programme and, 

in that connexion, he recalled the unfortunate budgetary situation, which had arisen 

in UNESCO because the budget ceiling had been fixed in expectation of higher 

Technical Assistance funds and the regular budget correspondingly decreased. 

A similar suggestion had been made at the Fifth World Health Assembly by the United 

States delegation which had recommended the reduction of the regular budget on the 



basis of the Technical Assistance funds to be allocated to WHO (see Official Records 

No, k2, page 188)• The committee vas only too familiar with the present situation 

with regard to the Technical Assistance funds. 

Consequently^ the Secretariat believed that the Director-General‘s static budget 

for 1954 represented the strict minimum for carrying out the programme which the 

committee had studied and approved in detail. 

M . Foessel had asked whether the Secretariat was prepared to propose any 

reductions in the budget estimates at the present meeting. That had not proved 

possible, although the Secretariat would take into account the remarks made in the 

discussion regarding priorities• He could not recall that any specific proposals 

for reductions had been made• 

He expressed regret that the Director-General had been prevented through illness 

from making a statement аъ the present meeting. 

The C H A I R丽 could not agree that the procedure followed Ъу the Standing Committee 

had at any time departed in the slightest degree frora the procedure laid down in 

resolution EBiO.E21, No specific proposal for a reduction in any item had Ъееп made) 

neither had there been any suggestion to refer the matter for further study to a 

working party or a sub-coramittee. However, he impressed upon the committee that, 

if ary member so desired and if the proposal were accepted, such a working party could 

Ъе set up at the present stage. 

Dr. БШЖОО fully agreed with the Chairman's summary of the situation. The 

Standing Committee had, as stipulated, considered jointly the Proposed Programme and 

Budget Estimates, such joint consideration having been the reason for the introduction 

of the present procedurs. The Chairman had conducted the discussions admirably and 



the budget estimates had been considered in full detail. However, he noted that
; 

although specific suggestions for reductions had, in several instances, been made, 

members had often failed to make formal proposals. As a result, no part of the 

programme had in the last analysis been rejected. Furthermore, the proposal that 

certain items be deferred until examination of the programme was complete had been 

rejected. Therefore, from a procedural point of viev^ the committee had no choice but 

to approve as a whole the programme which it had approved in detail. 

The Deputy Director-General had called attention to the fact that Technical 

Assistance funds could not Ъе expected to come to the aid of the regular budget. 

Consequently, in viev of all those considerations, he recommended that the committee 

should approve the total budget ceiling； any further discussion on the matter would 

be purely academic. 

Dr. KAJRUNAEATNE moved the closure of the debate. 

БесisIon; The motion for closure of the debate was adopted Ъу 
11 votes to none, with 1 abstention. 

The CHA.IEMAN put to the vote thê approval of tbe Proposed Programme and Budget 

Estimates for 1 9 ^ , as contained in Official Becords No. 

Decision: The Proposed Programme
#
and Budget Estimates were approved Ъу 

9 votes to 1， with 3 abstentions. 

* 

Further statements on this subject were made by members at the tventy-third 
meeting of the、Board (see EBll/Min/23 ReT.X)• 



The CHAIRMAN n o t e d that the Standing Committee w o u l d include in its report to 

the Executive Board a statement that the extent t o w h i c h the p r o p o s e d programme for 

T e c h n i c a l Assistance w o u l d be carried out w o u l d depend on the resources a v a i l a b l e . 

It vas so a g r e e d . 

！The mee t i n g rose at 5.30 p . m . 
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1 . REVIEW OF PROPOSED PROGRAMME AND BUDGET ESTIF1A.TES FOR 19Я ： Item 8 of the 
agenda (Official Records No。 44)(continuation) 

General discussion (continuât.ion) 

Dr. ALLWOOD-PAREDE S suggested that., to be consistent
 5
 Ш0 should take .the sa^s 

action in respect of its regular programme regarding payment of per diem and 

lodging by governments as it was recommending to the Technical Assistance Committee 

in the case of the expanded programme of Technical Assistance. He believed that 

in spite of the action taken by the Fifth World Health Assembly, the Organization 

was still governed by resolution ША4.60 of the Fourth World Health Assembly^ which 

laid down that requesting governments should be expected to provide inter alia 

lodging and the cost of local transportation, 

It was his intention to propose a draft resolution requesting the Secretariat 

to submit a study of the financial implications to the Board at its thirteenth 

session in order that the Seventh World Health Assembly might take a decision on 

the matter. 

Dr. HURTADO suggested that it would be considerably easier to examine the 

documents containing the proposed programme and budget estimates if it were 

presented in three sections. The first section would be an informative one 

indicating the sources of income of the Organization as regards the re^ular budget, 

Technical Assistance funds and other funds, and the exact position ref-arding such 

income. The second section would contain the balance-sheets of the two preceding 

years; that information would enable the Board to judge whether particular items 

should be increased or reduced in the budget under consideration and would obviate 

the confusion that had occurred during the present discussions concerning certain 

estimates lihich exceeded the amount actually spent the previous year. The third 



section would be composed of the headquarters and regional office budgets. The 

headquarters budget would be prepared originally by the Director-General, and the 

regional budgets would be submitted in ths first place by the regional committees. 

The Standing Committee on Administration and Finance need not spend much time in 

examining the regional budgets since they would already have been examined at the 

regional level. 

He supported Dr. Karxmaratne's proposal that a study should be made of the 

method of allocation of resources to the regions。 That was one of the most important 

and difficult functions of the Director-General and the Standing Committee might be 

able to assist him by suggesting criteria for the allocation. 

Mr. MASON, adviser to Dr. Turbott, referring to the question of local costs 

raised, b y D r . Allwood-Paredes, recalled that the resolution adopted b y t^e Fourth 

World Health Assembly had been reconsidered b y the Fifth World Health Asserrbly, 

w h i c h h a d in its turn adopted a resolution (TOÎA5.59), recommending the Technical 

Assistance Committee to re-study its requirements and more particularly to consider 

the possibility of removing the requirement for governrabnts to provide lodging and 

travel per d i e m . It also authorized the Director-General (paragraph 3 ) "to the 

extent that it d o e s not prevent the implementation of activities under the regular 

p r o g r a m m e , to apply to the regular p r o g r a m e the same policy as m a y be established 

b y tha Technical Assistance Committee for the expanded, programme of technical 

assistance". Should TAC therefore decide to abolish the system requiring payment 

b y
 governments of the local costs in question, the Siocth World Health Assembly would 

probably adopt some resolution along the lines of the paragraph which he had just 

quoted. 



Dr. AmroOD-PAREDES said that one of the draft resolutions in the report of the 

Working Party on the expanded programme of Technical Assistance (which the Board would 

be considering within the next few days) requested the Director-General to convey to 

TAC the Board
1

 s desire that the financial obligations respecting the experts under the 

expanded prograrame of Technical Assistance be removed altogether. It would therefore 

seem appropriate for the Board to take the same action in respect of its regular pro-

grammes. The financial implications needed study because they were likely to affect the 

budget ； for that reason he was not suggesting that a decision be taken at the present 

session but that the Director-General should be invited to prepare a study on the matter» 

He believed that the Organization had a free hand with regard to its own programme and 

was not obliged to apply the requirements laid down in resolution 222 (IX) of tíie 

Economic and Social Council. 

The CHAIRMAN thought the question had two aspects: (1) the possible cancellation 

of the obligations concerning local costs and (2) the desirability of ensuring that no 

profit was made out of such local payments。 Agreements signed at all regional offices 

should contain a clause indicating that no person could receive more than he actually 

paid for lodging, etc» He asked whether the Director-General had already considered 

that point о 

Mre S I E Œ L said that resolution Т/ША5.59 to which Mr. Mason had referred clearly-

authorized the Director-General to apply to the regular programme the same policy as TAC 

applied to the expanded programme of Technical Assistance. Paragraph 4 of that resolution 

stated that the question should be reconsidered at the Sixth World Health Assembly. The 

Director-General would therefore submit a report to that Assembly covering both the 

regular and the Technical Assistance programmes о He had no doubt that that report would 

include information on the financial implications of any relaxation of the present 



requirements,, Certain figures had been prepared for inclusion in the report to the 

Board of the Working Party on the expanded programme of Technical Assistance which showed 

that the additional cost to that programme if the financial obligations of governments 

were cancelled would be between $400,000 and $600,000 in 1953, depending on which of 

two different systems m a used» 

The question would require study from various points of view. It was very 

difficult in administering a large programme, under which experts were supplied to many-

different countries, to calculate allowances on an equitable basis for all the experts. 

On the other hand, to fix an allowance for each individual according to the kind of 

accommodation he was occupying migjit lead to serious administrative complications. The 

Secretariat would take the matter up with their associates in other organizations and 

with the Technical Assistance Board to see whether the present system could be improved 

from the point of view both of the expert and of those who paid the costs. 

The CHâlRM/iN, for purposes of clarification, repeated his proposal that a clause 

Ъе i n s e r t e d i n

 agreements to the effect that a person might not be reimbursed more for 

lodging than he was actually paying. 

Dr。AmïOOD-PAREDES said that such subsistence allowances were usually considered as 

an addition to the salary, since isherever a man lived he had to pay lodging, board and 

travel expenses. The committee had been infomed that in many cases the salaries of 

experts had to be raised to a point where they would attract good recruits. The in-

stallation of such experts in the countries where they were to work did not involve any 

additional financial problems beyond those of an official moving, say, from England to 

Geneva and, unless there was some other reason of which he was unaware, he did not con-

s i d e r t h a t

 governments should be required to make any payments to them. His proposal 

w a s n o t

 therefore in conflict with the resolution of the Fifth World Health Assembly 

since it referred to a different matter. 



Decision: It was agreed that Dr* Allwood-Parede s would submit a draft resolution 
#iich could be considered by the Board as a new item of its agenda» •‘ 

Dr. KA.RUNARA.TNE said that at a first glance document EBU/P&B/7 (Allocations to 

regions), which had just been circulated, did not appear to be sufficiently comprehen-

sive. He therefore proposed that the Secretariat should prepare a more detailed study 

for consideration at a subsequent session of the Board. 

During the ensuing discussion on procedure， Dr. Karunaratne proposed that the 

Director-General be asked to prepare a detailed study of the programme of allocations 

to regions and that the item be placed on the agenda of the Sixth World Health Assembly-

Dr. TURBOTT and Dr. LEROUX felt that it would be dangerous to submit the matter 

for discussion in the World Health Assembly without its first having been considered by 

the Board• 

Dr. HURTADO considered that it would be extremely dangerous to give the impression 

that certain matters -were being witheld from the World Health Assembly. The Health 

•Assembly was the most representative organ of "WHO and the Board
1

 s function was to 

prepare material for discussion by the Health Assembly• 

Dr. TURBOTT pointed out that the Health Assembly was aware of all the Board ^ 

activities since the minutes of the latter
1

 s meetings "were distributed to governments• 

If the decision in the matter were left to the Health Assembly a great deal of time 

would be lost and an unsatisfactoiy situation caused through bargaining among countries® 

Dr. KARUNARATNE agreed with Dr. Hurtado that the Board could not withhold certain 

matters from the Health Assembly. The Board might decide against submitting a questior 

itself, but nothing could prevent it from being placed on the Health Assembly
1

s agenda 

shoiLld any government so desire. 



Dr. van den BERG thought the Board should first consider the matter and then 

decide whether or not to submit it to the Health Assembly. Since there was no time for 

discussion at the present session, he proposed that the discussion take place at the 

thirteenth session of the Board. 

Dr. TURBOTT seconded and Dr. DAENGSVANG supported the proposal. 

Professor CANAPjjRIA agreed with Dr. Karunaratne
1

 s view that the Board could not 

withhold certain proposals from the World Health Assembly. On the other hand, his 

proposal to submit the matter in question directly to the Health Assembly, without an 

accompanying expression of the Board's opinion, might be dangerous. There was no real 

conflict between the two proposals before the committee• Dr. van den Berg
f

s proposal 

that the matter should first be discussed by the Board which would then decide whether 

or not to transmit it to the Health Assembly, was the more usual procedure and seemed 

preferable in this case. 

Dr. KARUNARATNE, after hearing Professor Canaperia
f

s observation, withdrew his 

proposal in favour of that of Dr# van den Berg, 

Decision: The committee decided to recommend to the Board: 

(1) That the Director-General be requested to prepare a detailed report 
on the principles governing allocations to regions, 

(2) That in view of the importance of the subject, and the shortness of 
time available at the present session, it should be considered by the 
Board at its thirteenth session. 

Proposed Appropriation Resolution for 1954 (Official Records No> 44, page 48) 

Proposed Working Capital Fund Resolution for 1954 (page 49) 

The CHAIRMAN read the following proposed draft resolutions 



The Executive Board 

RECOMMENDS, to the Sixth World HœLth Assembly the adoption of the text of the 

Appropriation Resolution as proposed by the Director-General• 

Mr. SIËGEL, replying to a question by Professor CANAPERIA^ said it -was customary for 

the Director-General to propose an Appropriation Resolution without the figures» The Board 

in its report to the World Health Assembly indicated that it agreed with the proposed form 

of the Resolution^ and commented separately on its recoranendations concerning the proposed 

programme and budget estimates. 

Dr» ALLWOOD-PAREDES asked whether the wording and the authority contained in the pro-

posed Working Capital Fund Resolution were such as to make it possible for the Director-

General to withdraw sums from the Fund if necessary to finance certain activities under the 

expanded Technical Assistance programme. Secondly, whether the sums authorized would be 

sufficient to meet the contingencies that might arise。 

Mr. SIEGEL replied that in the Director-General
1

 s view the proposed Resolution clearly-

contained the authorization to meet possible contingencies in connexion xdth the expanded 

programme of Technical Assistance. It vas impossible to give an answer to the question 

concerning the adequacy of the sums authorized for withdrawal^ since it was impossible to 

foresee what contingencies might arise in 1954. The Director-General did however feel that, 

since the amounts in the present Resolution were the same as those included in all Wprking 

Capital Fund Resolutions since the Second World Health Assembly, no change should be made. 

Mr. BOUCHER, adviser to Dr. Mackenzie/ wished to record his formal disagreement with 

the view expressed by the Assistant Director-General concerning the use of the Working 

Capital Fund for the purposes to which he had referred. 

Decisions The Standing Committee approved the proposed wording of the 
Appropriation Resolution for the financial year 1954 and that of the proposed 
Working Capital Fund Resolution for the same yeara 



EBll/AF/Mn/10 
page 10 

Approval of Proposed Programme and Budget Estimates 

The CHAIRMAN said that the Standing Committee must now consider whether it wished to 

recommend to the Health Assembly the adoption of the Proposed Programme and Budget Estimate 

contained in Official Records No. 44. 

Dr. van den BERG felt that, in view of the procedure which had been followed, there 

was no alternative other than to approve the budget ceiling as a whole since all parts of 

the programme, together with their budgetary provisions, had been approved in detail. 

Mr. BOUCHER, adviser to Dr. Mackenzie, said that he had listened with great interest 

to the clear survey of the work and finances of the Organization which had been given at 

the present session by the Director-General. He had noted that the Director-General 

appeared to favour stabilization of the budget,- however, it would appear that stabiliza-

t l o n h a

d an upward tendency. The effective working budget for 1954 showed an increase of 

approximately 180,000 over the corresponding figure for 1953. Similarly, there had been 

an increase in the gross assessment budget of approximately $100,000. 

Although generally such an increase would not be considered serious it would be well 

to consider it in retrospect and against the background of the view, strongly expressed by 

a substantial number of delegations at the Fifth World Health Assembly, that the gross 

assessment budget should be stabilized at the 1952 level and that, furthermore, only 

approximately half the amount of casual income should be taken into account. He felt the 

question was one of international collaboration and of mutual appreciation of needs and 

resources. The increase should also be considered with an eye to the future situation. 

Ш0 was using almost the entire amount of casual income in 1954 and it appeared that after 

that year so large a sum would no longer be available - a factor which should be taken 

into account. Accordingly, he urged members of the committee to bear such considerations 

in mind before deciding on the budget ceiling. 



He had listened to most of the debates which had taken place on the programme 

of the Organization and it seemed to him that a great many examples could Ъе cited 

where， Ъу closer estimation, a lower figure could have been arrived at, although he 

fully appreciated the difficult task that represented, particularly in respect of 

relatively insignificant figures. For instance, Dr. Allwood-Paredes had made 

pertinent remarks regarding the publication of the Weekly Epidemiological Becord. The 

question of travel costs had also Ъееп raised, and he believed thfet a substantial 

saving could Ъе effected if, in estimating, a cut of even one per cent were applied 

to the total of all expenditure on travel. 

He hoped the Secretariat paid sufficient attention to the fact that in the 

administrative field the creation of a new project should not necessarily mean the 

creation of a new post. With regard to the so-called unavoidable increase of 

expenditure arising from such factors as normal salary increments, he held the view 

that a flexible system should Ъе able to embrace increases of that type without 

calling for increased appropriations. Increases of such a sort accounted largely 

for the increase in the total effective working budget. 

Professor FERREIBA was of the opinion that the relatively small fluctuation in the 

budget fell within the term of stabilization. It had been the experience of the 

regional committees that when governments gained a higher measure of confidence in the 

work of WHO, they were prepared to contribute more. When the amounts contributed Ъу 

governments to WHO were so low compared with national expenditure on public 

h ^ A M t w a s highly undesirable to invoke the principle of stabilization when referring 

to a very slight increase. It was important to bear in mind that WHO would not be 

able to achieve all Its aims if governments precluded even a relatively small increase 

on the basis of stabilisation of the budget. 



Dr. LEEOUX agreed with the remarks made by Mr. Boucher and deplored the fact 

that the 195紅 effective working budget was in excess of that of 1953* H e had hoped 

to see it on a level with or even below .that figure. He recalled that the subject 

had given rise to considerable discussion at the Fifth World Health Assembly and he 

feared that the discussion would Ъе re-opened at the Sixth World Health Assembly. 

M. FOESSEL, adviser to Professor Parisot, also expressed some concern at the total 

budget estimates. The Standing Committee was naturally not called upon to anticipate 

the instructions of governments attending the Health Assembly but he nevertheless 

believed that it should to a certain extent take into account the views which were 

likely to Ъе expressed and should avoid any unnecessary expenditure whenever possible, 

particularly in view of the fact that governments might well intend to use only part 

of the funds forthcoming from miscellaneous incoma in 195红 and might wish to spread 

their use over a period of years. 

The Committee had thoroughly studied the Director-General
1

 s proposals but it 

seemed to be leaving the establishment of the necessary priorities to the Health 

Assembly. Such a procedure was not without its disadvantages since it would result 

in a governmental and political body approving the programme of a fundamentally 

technical organization. 

He therefore supported the statement made Ъу Mr. Boucher. 

D r . DAENGSVANG thought that the increases in 195红 as compared w i t h 1953 were 

indeed very slight. Furthermore, such increases were for the most part in the 

operating programme. 



He recalled that, at the meeting held th© previous year of the Regional Committee 

for South-East Asia, it had not been possible to meet certain requests for assistance 

owing to lack of funds• In view of those considerations, he considered that the 

figures contained in the budget estimates were no more than adequate for the time 

being and he was prepared to give them his approval. 

Mr. MASON， alternate to Dr. Turbott, wished to raise considerations of an 

immediately practical nature. He agreed with Mr. Boucher and M. Foessel that it 

was difficult to examine in detail the proposed Programme and Budget Estimates in a 

body the size of the present committee. Such an examination could only be carried 

out Ъу a small select committee, as was the practice in certain other international 

organizations； such a committee was usually composed of members with financial 

experience and sat with the secretariat of the organization for as long as ten days 

or a fortnight in order to discuss in particular the appropriateness of the 

estimates for their purpose. However, such a procedure had not been followed in 

the present instance and Mr. Boucher might perhaps have made his point during the 

discussion on the procedure to be followed for the consideration of the Proposed 

Programme and Budget Estimates• 

It was his opinion that, in the cirCTOataaaoo^ the Standing Committee had 

no alternative but to approve as a whole the proposals it had already approved 

in detail, since as far as he knew economies had not been effected. Any further 

examination would, at the present stage
9
 have to Ъе left to the Health Assembly. 

He recalled that Dr. ran den Berg had called attention to the situation on a 

previous occasion. 



The CHAIEMAN recalled that the question raised by Mr, Mason had been discussed at 

previçus sessions of the Executive Board and that, in accordance with resolution EB10.E21, 

it had been decided to establish the whole Board as the Standing Committee on 

Administration and Finance. In his capacity as Chairman, he believed that he had on all 

occasions allowed the discussion to take its full course and that the Committee had always 

Ъееп given sufficient time to consider the various parts of the Proposed Programme and 

Budget Estimates. If no reductions had been effected in the estimates when considered 

in detail, he felt the responsibility must rest with the committee as a whole. 

Dr. van den BERG agreed with Mr. Mason that the Standing Committee could not introduc 

any change in the budget estimates at the present stage. He recalled that in the past WHO 

had itself followed the practice referred to by Mr. Mason with regard to .examination of 

the Estimates - a practice which seemed to him to afford most satisfactory results. 
. . . ‘ 

Mr. MASON had not in any way intended to imply that a full discussion of the subject 

had not been allowed by the Chairman. However, in view of the agenda of the Executive 

Board, it was clear that there was not sufficient time for a detailed discussion of 

each item contained in the Proposed Programme and Budget Estimates. 

The CHAIEMAN said that, if such was the general view, an appropriate recommendation 

could Ъе made to the next session of the Executive Boai-d. 

Dr. КАЕШАЕАТНЕ, replying to the point raised by Mr. Mason，said that members who 

had attended the ninth session of the Board would recall that the present procedure had 

Ъееп adopted because the previous system had proved unsatisfactory. He noted that the 

Constitution, of WHO did not provide for examination of the Proposed Programme and Budget 

Estimates by financial experts, although members of the Board had the right to have 

financial advisers The new procedure was a trial method and he considered that it 

would only Ъе fair to continue it for a certain period of time. 



The main function of the Standing Coamittee and. the Executive Board was not to 

make a detailed examination of each item of expenditure but rather to review the annual 

budget estimates in accordance vith Article 55 of the Constitution and including 

consideration of the principles contained in resolution VÍHA5,62. In his view, and 

on the basis of those broad principles；, the present budget was a cautious and a static 

one； it could not in any circumstances be considered as progressive since it was clear 

that the Organization at its present stage of development, could carry out a much 

larger programme. Accordingly； the Standing Committee should not have any objection, 

to approving the budget ceiling proposed and he urged it to do so„ 

Mr. MASON said that he had had no intention of opening a discus&ion 0 x 1 the subject
c 

He agreed with Dr. Karunaratne that the Organization had not provided for the method 

of examination of the budget proposals vhich. he had nient ionsd. He had merely called 

attention to that method, in view of the fact that certain specific items would seem 

to call for more detailed study, 

Professor CANAPEEIA recalled that he had been responsible for proposing 

resolution EB10.E21 on the method of work of the Executive Board^ as it had appeared 

to him desirable that there should Ъе a discussion by the Board on the principles and 

general directives of the programme. That resolution provided for detailed 

examination of certain points by working parties^ if considered necessary, once a 

general discussion on the technical aspects of the programme had taken place. That 

procedure had been followed in the case of the Working Party on the Expanded Programme 

of Technical Assistance and it vould have been possible to set up also a working 

party to study the financial implications of the programme， 



He further recalled that Dr. van den Berg had suggested that certain items in the 

programme Ъе. deferred and examined at the conclusion of the general discussion on the 

Proposed Programme and Budget Estimates^ so that the relevant estimates might be 

revised in the light of the budget estimates as a whole. That procedure, however, 

had not been accepted； and at the present stage, as Dr. van den Berg and Mr. Mason 

had pointed out, the Standing Committee had already approved the programme in detail, 

vith all its financial implications. Any defect lay in the way the procedure had 

Ъееп followed rather than in the procedure itself. Although certain points had given 

rise to particular discussion, only very few had been put to the vote. The Standing 

Committee now had the choice either of approving the Proposed Programme and Budget 

Estimates as a whole or of establishing a working party to study the financial 

implications of the programme with a view to introducing any possible amendments to 

which Mr. Boucher had referred. 

Mr. BOUCHER fully agreed with Professor Canaperia's interpretation of the 

situation. He himself would, tend to prefer the second alternative. 

He emphasized the fact that it had been the Standing Committee
1

 s intention first 

t 0

 consider the Proposed Programme and Budget Estimates in detail and to conclude by 

studying its broad financial implications. If, as a result of the discussion/ the 

committee were to feel the need for further review of the Proposed Programme and 

Budget Estimates, it should bear in mind the suggestions which had been made and should 

see how far they could Ъе given effect. 

M . FOESSEL hoped that the Secretariat, having taken note of some of the remarks 

made in the Standing Committee, might perhaps have a list of possible reductions 



i n
 the Proposed Programme and Budget Estimates to put before the Standing Committee. 

Dr, DOBOLLE, Deputy Director-General, recalled that the procedure for examining 

the Proposed Programme and Budget Estimates.was usually studied at the session of the 

Executive Board immediately following the Health Assembly. If it was so desired, 

the procedure could Ъе reconsidered at the next'session of the Board. The Secretariat 

had never taken a stand on that question of procedure. The method was a trial one, 

as had been pointed, out, and it had appeared to the Secretariat that the discussions 

i n
 the Standing Committee had been maintained at a high level and that the‘details of 

the operating programme had been studied vith a care which seemed to commend the 

present procedure. 

With reference to the first statement made by Mr. Boucher at the present meeting) 

he recalled that the proposal submitted at the Fifth World Health Assembly by a certain 

delegation - that a budget ceiling should Ъе adopted for 1953 which would Ъе on a 

level vith the 1952 budget, or in other words, that the budget should Ъе stabilized 

at that level - had been, rejected by 52 votes to 19 with 5 abstentions• Indeed, 

stabilization of the budget as such had never been discussed. A member of the 

Standing Committee had referred to the Proposed Programme and Budget Estimates at 

present before the Committee as representing a static budget； that was in keeping 

with the Director-General‘s interpretation of the budget, as contained in the
 f 

Introduction to Official Records No. kk. In spite of certain inflationary elements, 

the 195红 regular budget was only slightly higher than that of the preceding year. 

Mr. Boucher was in favour of a flexible budgetary system, and it vas indeed 

that system which had made it possible to propose the 195红 budget estimates at the 

present level. The Standing Committee had been able to note in the course of the 



discussion that certain budgetary provisions had not Ъееп used during the past year 

and that transfers had been effected between sections, thus making certain additional 

activities possible. He agreed with Mr. Boucher that nev projects did not necessarily 

mean nev posts. Indeed, if that had been the case, the 1954 budget would not have 

been inaintained at the present level。 

He . called attention to the fact that the Proposed Programme and Budget Estimates 

contained the integrated programme of the Organization, comprising the regular 

programme^ the Technical Assistance programme and certain activities financed from other 

extra-budgetary funds• Remarks had been made regarding the imperfect implementation 

of the principle of geographical distribution； however, that principle vas far from 

easy to implement, The regular programme vas budgeted for in the normal vay，but the 

financing of the others depended on umkrxoim elements, as members were fully атаге. Согь-

sequently, the latter could only be Gousiderecl with certain reservatdoriB^ since, 

they could only be implemented to the extent that funds became available. The 

Director-General had stated in the Introduction to the Proposed Programme and Budget 

Estimates that, should assistance fail to materialize under the expanded programme of 

Technical Assistance, it vould Ъе necessary to ask the Health Assembly for a 

supplementary budget for 195^-. It was a most dangerous policy to think that the 

Technical Assistance programme could come to the aid of the regular programme and, 

in that connexion, he recalled the unfortunate budgetary situation which had arisen 

in UNESCO because the budget ceiling had been fixed in expectation of higher 

Technical Assistance funds and the regular budget correspondingly decreased, 

A similar suggestion had Ъееп made at the Fifth World Health Assembly by the United 

States delegation which had recommended the reduction of the regular budget 011 the. 



tasis of the Technical Assistance funds to Ъе allocated to WHO (see Official Records 

No. k-2, page 188) • The committee was only too familiar vith the present situation 

with regard to the Technical Assistance funds. 

Consequently^ the Secretariat believed that the Director-General's static budget 

for 195^ represented the strict minimum for carrying out the programme which the 

committee had studied and approved in detail. 

M . Foessel had asked whether the Secretariat was prepared to propose any 

reductions in the budget estimates at the present meeting. That had not proved 

possible, although the Secretariat vould take into account the remarks made in the 

discussion regarding priorities. He could not recall that any specific proposals 

for reductions had been made. 

He expressed regret that the Director-General had been prevented through illness 

from making a statement at the present meeting. 

The СБА1ЕММГ could not agree that the procedure followed Ъу the Standing Committee 

had at any time departed in the slightest degree from the procedure laid dovn in 

resolution EB10.E21,.. No specific proposal for a reduction in any item had been made, 

neither had there been any suggestion to refer the matter for further study to a 

working party or a sub-committee. However, he impressed upon the committee that, 

if any member so desired a n d if the proposal were accepted, such a vorlçing p a r t y could 

Ъе set up at the present stage. 

Dr. HXJETADO fully agreed with the Chairman's summary of the situation. The 

Standing Committee had, as stipulated, considered jointly the Proposed Programme and 

Budget Estimates, such joint consideration having been the reason for the introduction 

of the present procedure. The Chairman had conducted the discussions admirably and 



t h e b u d g e t estimates h a d b e e n considered in f u l l d e t a i l . H o w e v e r , he n o t e d that 

although specific suggestions for reductions had, in several instances, b e e n m a d e , 

m e m b e r s h a d often failed t o make f o r m a l p r o p o s a l s . A s a result, no p a r t of the 

programme h a d in the last analysis b e e n r e j e c t e d . Furthermore, the p r o p o s a l that 

certain items be deferred u n t i l examination of the programme vas completa, h a d b e e n 

r e j e c t e d . T h e r e f o r e , from a p r o c e d u r a l point of v i e w , the committee h a d n o choice b u t 

to approve as a vhole the programme w h i c h it h a d approved in d e t a i l . 

The Deputy Director-General h a d called attention to the fact that Technical 

A s s i s t a n c e funds could not be expected to come to the a i d of the regular b u d g e t . 

C o n s e q u e n t l y , in v i e v of a l l those considerations, he recommended that the committee 

should approve the total budget ceiling； any further discussion on the m a t t e r w o u l ü 

Ъе pur e l y a c a d e m i c . 

r j
. D r . КАЕШАБАТШ mo v e d the closure of the d e b a t e . 

Decision; The m o t i o n for closure of the debate was adopted Ъу 

11 votes to none, with 1 abstention. * 

The CHâlEMâN p u t to the vote the a p p r o v a l of the Proposed Programme a n d B u d g e t 

E s t i m a t e s for 195‘，as contained in Official Records N o . И . 

Decision: The P r o p o s e d Programme^and Budget Estimates were approved Ъу 

9 votes to 1, with 3 abstentions. 

* ~ ~ ~ 

F u r t h e r statements o n this subject were made by members at the tventv-third 
m e e t i n g of the B o a r d (see EBll/Min/23)• 



The CHAIEMAJi noted that the Standing Committee vould include in Its report to 

the Executive Board a statement that the extent to which the proposed programme for 

Technical Assistance would Ъе carried out would depend on the resources available. 

It vas so agreed. 

The meeting rose at 5.30 p.m. 


